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Sunday 9am: Parasites and Pathogens
Good morning campers! You have your sixth mini mission from Medi - let
us know how many words you came up with, and here you’ll find all the
other details you need to take part in this session of our sleepover. Join
in with the ones that take your fancy, or try them all. We think everyone
can join in with all of these activities.
Did you try our Dundee County Camp favourite (eggy bread) for
breakfast? Share your comments and photos on Facebook or email
please.

Sunday 9am: Parasites and Pathogens __________ 1
This Is Disease Lab __________________________ 2
Infectious diseases of the world _______________ 4
Making Felt Microbes ________________________ 6
Modelling bacteria _________________________ 10
We’ll see you again at 11am in Medi’s Medicinal Garden.
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Eggy bread

You will need:
• 2 medium eggs
• 1 tablespoon milk
• 2 slices brown or white bread (brown is healthier, so we
recommend it)
• 1 tablespoon of butter or oil for frying
• A frying pan and an adult to help you

What to do
1. Lightly beat the egg in a shallow bowl along with the milk. Season
with salt and black pepper if you like.
2. Dip each slice of bread into the egg mixture, making sure it has
soaked up plenty of liquid
3. With an adult, carefully heat a frying pan over a medium heat and
add the butter/oil.
4. Once it’s hot, add the bread and fry on each side or until golden
brown.
5. Transfer to a plate and serve however you like it!
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This Is Disease Lab
Which disease is the deadliest? Which is the scariest? Have a guess and see
how you do with our mobile app!
‘THIS IS… Disease Lab’ is an educational
trivia card game for all the family.
Designed by actual scientists fighting
infectious diseases in real life, 'Disease
Lab' will open your eyes to the reality of
disease: it's burden, the death toll, the
risk of pandemic and the progress we've
made in fighting each disease.

What to do
You’ll need to search your mobile app store for ‘This is Disease Lab’, or
you can click the links below:
Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details/?id+com.dctmedia.disease
Apple: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/disease-lab/id1438217263
Then you can download the app and start having fun. It’s free, so no
need to worry about hidden costs or anything like that!

Take it further
Don’t forget to let us know if anything surprises you, using our Facebook
group. And don’t worry if you disagree with the ‘scariness’ score — it’s
very subjective!

Good luck!
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Infectious diseases of the world
Aim of Activity
To learn about what infectious diseases are and where they are found.

About the Activity
Infectious diseases are caused by tiny living things like bacteria, viruses and
parasites. In this activity, a number of infectious diseases need to be placed
onto a map to show where they are most common. Answers are found
in the notes section.

What you’ll need
● Outline of world
map – you can
print or draw
your own
● Disease names
● Pins

What to do
1. Begin with a discussion about where diseases are found in the
world. What do you know about them to begin with?
2. Place your list of diseases alongside your world map. Guess
where each disease is most commonly found by placing the name
next to the area of the map.
3. Discuss why those decisions were made, then check against our
handy answer sheet. Were you right?

Take it further
Find out more about one disease and design a poster to tell others more
about it.
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Notes for adults
There are lots of diseases around the world! These are a few of the most
common. You can find out more information by looking at
encyclopaedias, or on the internet.
Do be careful with online information; it may be out of date, or it may
simply be wrong! Sources like the NHS, the CDC in the United States and
the World Health Organisation tend to be the most thorough and reliable.
Disease
Measles
Lyme disease
Tapeworm
Chickenpox
Strep. throat
HIV
Flu
E. coli
Malaria
Tuberculosis
Antibiotic resistant
bacteria
Ebola

Main area
Africa & Asia
Europe & North America
South America, Africa & Asia
Everywhere
Everywhere
Africa
Asia
Everywhere
South America, Africa & Asia
South America, Africa & Asia

Cause
Virus
Bacteria (Tick Bite)
Parasite
Virus
Bacteria
Virus
Virus
Bacteria
Parasite (Mosquito)
Bacteria

Everywhere

Bacteria

Africa

Virus
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Making Felt Microbes
Aim of Activity
To discover what parasites look like by creating your own felt microbe.

About the Activity
Microbes are the small living things, or micro-organisms, that cause
disease. They are so tiny that they can only be seen under a microscope.
They can take different forms: bacteria, virus, parasite and more! In this
activity, you will make your own microbe which is thousands of times
bigger than its actual size.

Images:: Dr. Fiona Bellany, WCAIR

You can make either:
● The leishmania parasite, whose proper name is L. Donovani,
which is transmitted through the bite of a sandfly
● Malaria, a parasite which is transmitted by mosquitos
● The parasite which causes Chagas’ disease, called T. cruzi, which
is spread by kissing bugs
● Tuberculosis (TB), a bacterium that can be transmitted through
coughing and sneezing. It mainly affects the lungs and throat.
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What you’ll need
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

template (found at end of this activity)
paper
pen
felt
googly eyes
needle and pins
thread
wool
stuffing
glue gun or fabric glue

What to do
Decide which microbe you would
like to make.
Draw around your template onto
felt. Remember for leishmaniasis
and malaria to do two copies of the
template.
1. Cut out your shapes – we’d
recommend pinning the template to the felt to make it easier to
cut.
2. Sew the pieces of
felt together.
Remember to leave a
space at the end for the
stuffing to go in.
3.

Stuff your microbe.

4. Finish sewing the
pieces of felt together.
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5. Glue on the googly eyes plus any extra features your microbe
has.

Image credit: Dr. Fiona Bellany, WCAIR

6. Enjoy your felt microbe. Why not compare what you’ve made to
images found when you look under microscope? There are lots of
them to be found on the internet.

Note to adults
We would recommend for younger girls to make either leishmaniasis or
malaria. Older girls would be more suited to making TB or Chagas’
disease.
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Modelling bacteria
Aim of Activity
To make your own bacterium and find out about what bacteria do.

About the Activity
Bacteria are a type of living thing that are so small we can only see them
with microscopes. When there are lots of them, we talk about ‘bacteria’,
and if it’s just one we say ‘bacterium’.
There are millions and millions of different kinds of bacteria. They live in
water, on plants, in the earth and even on us! You might think of them
as being bad. Some do indeed cause diseases, but lots of them are good.
They help keep us healthy, for instance by helping to digest our food and
get lots of the vitamins that we need.
For this activity, you can make your own bacterium out of Play Doh and
other crafting materials.

What you’ll need
● Petri dish, or
other small
plate to hold
your creation
● Play-Doh or
Plasticine
● Other crafty
materials, like
sequins, pipe
cleaners, and
even googly eyes.
● Pictures of real bacteria can help you to add realism
Image credit: Matthew O’Donnell @ PeachSnaps Photography, Dundee
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What to do
1. Look at some pictures of bacteria, or
imagine what yours might look like.
2. What does your bacteria do? Does it help
digest food, or does it make people sick?
3. Where does your bacteria live? Is it in on
our skin, in our intestines, or on another
plant or animal?
4. Once you’ve worked that out, it’s time
to get making! Take a Petri dish, or
some other small plate, and start
shaping your bacteria out of Play Doh or similar.
5. You can add other details to bring it to life. Some bacteria use
bits that stick out to move themselves, a little bit like oars. We
call these flagella. You could use pipe cleaners to make some.
6. Bacteria don’t have eyes, as they’re each only one cell, but if
you want to make your bacterium cuter you can add an eye, or
two, or three – however many you fancy, really.

Take it Further
Instead of making your bacterium from Play Doh, why not try making it
using different materials? Perhaps a pom-pom…
Some bad bacteria have found ways to survive an attack from antibiotics,
medicines that normally kill them. We call these antibiotic resistant
bacteria in scientific labs, but newspapers often call them superbugs. Can
you make your bacteria into a superbug?

Fun Fact
Bacteria have a tough cell wall that gives them their shape and protects
them from attack…usually.

